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About This Game

Gather your friends and join the illustrious Space Fleet in this fast-paced party game!

Can you deal with unrelenting disaster and hold your ship together long enough to destroy the enemy invaders? Repair systems,
extinguish fires, arm the torpedoes, avoid deadly solar flares, destroy your friends and clone them back again; it's all in the life

of a Catastronaut!

Enlist today!

Local Co-op
Captain the ship alone or with friends as a team of 2-4 and become the crew of a spaceship that must hold together in the face

of enemy fire - teamwork is essential for success!

The Ultimate Party Game
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Jump in and play instantly without learning complicated controls - anyone can be a Catastronaut! However, not everybody can
survive the challenges of space...
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Title: Catastronauts
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Inertia Game Studios
Publisher:
 Inertia Game Studios
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German
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I got this game in a bundle and didn't really know anything about it before trying it out.
It is a beat em' up where you fight animals for the most part. The game is pretty streight forward, though i had some strange
frame rate issues which is a little odd. The actual gameplay was really basic and can get pretty repetative, so lets just say it isn't
this title's strong point, even with its passive level up system.
The game is presented with a pixel art style that looks pretty cool in some places, and just meh in others. However it goes
perfectly with the soundtrack which is really awesome if you are into chiptunes. I honestly feel like the soundtrack is the games
strongest point. The sound design is very retro inspired, and kinda bland, but suits the art style.
The story is told with text and seems pretty funny, but to be honest i couldn't keep up with it as the text disappears too quickly.
All in all this game doesn't really advertise itself as being amazing, but its charming in its own way. I wouldn't reccomend it to
anyone, unless you are bored and looking for something a little silly and short. I did actually have fun with this.
Note - If you are visually impared you can still play this if you aren't really in it for the story. That said, the story did seem silly
and worth reading. Also some areas might give you issues with contrast.. The eye spectacles, my eyes, my eyes!

 yes everyone you will play this game

Mycelium come to me.

Guildford was established in 1829 at the confluence of the Helena River and Swan River, being sited near a permanent fresh
water supply.

What rhymes with K....................... Tiles

Retro you are trghe 1ne. This is the best thing ever, but the names, I've met people named like, n8gger or "♥♥♥♥ Me",
"♥♥♥♥♥" and so on.. Truley awful i cant even get into my own account and the only way to get customer support is to be
logged in what a ♥♥♥♥ing joke don't waste your money play faceit. I can't give this a positive review mainly for one reason.

The game is "Free to Play", but it's actually a DEMO of the full game.

The full game you have to buy as DLC.

There's no excuse for this as you can actually make a paid game with a demo on steam.. This game was horrible I know its only
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two dollars but even then I still felt like i got ripped off the game was buggy things glitched out and its story was just bland and
it didn't make sense.
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A tower defense game that seems to be very heavily inspired by Plants vs Zombies. Also, this is one of those hybrid TD games
where, in addition to the towers you can build, your character takes direct part in the action and has his own powers. The humor
is laid on pretty thick and can get a little repetitive after a while, but overall beat my expectations for what seems like an iOS to
PC port.. Tower Defence at it's deviant best, and the tower, is your face!

Domo Arigato Mr. Roboto! Loot boxes never felt so valuable.

Add 2 points if you've ever been bitten on the face by a bug, and another 5 if you have arachnophobia.. Combat can be annoying
but the story is definitely engaging. Music is pretty good as well.. I really enjoyed this game. The character sprites are
beautifully drawn and the environment feels cozy and it's very well put together.
The story is also very engaging and the combat feels refreshing, an overall good experience :). If you have a lot of patience and
like semi-chance-based games; I'm sure you'll love this game. Of course I'm not very far into it, but I can tell most of the levels
are generally the same. The point is to get you to relax and bring your emotion to homeostasis. It's supposed to make you feel
calm and indifferent. Listen to the sounds your box makes as it rolls and hits corners and walls. Take deep breaths and don't get
frustrated.. Fix your multiplayer! Without it, the game is useless.. Old school feel, perfect game for what it claims to be! I
enjoyed it more than Might and Magic X. Sure in the graphic aera it is 25 years old, but all the RPG feel of the party evolution,
the exploration and the ingenuity from the developer to make you feel like in an adventure with the somehow basic game he
built were refreshing.
  Well worth the 30 hours to finish and the 15 euros it worth.
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